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12 of 12 review helpful Potato Chips of Alternate History By Charles F Kartman Mr Conroy is an entertaining author 
who loves history That does not make him an expert on whatever period he has decided to alter but he has the tools to 
reliably entertain the reader who enjoys these forays A German invasion of the United States from Mexico is a fine 
starting point and the military campaign that ensues makes for a good r NATIONAL BEST SELLER IN 
HARDCOVER By the author of breakout WW II era alternate history Himmler rsquo s War and Rising Sun a 
compelling alternate history thriller After winning WW I Germany invades America in 1920 marching through 
California and Texas as a desperate nation resists Consider another 1920 Imperial Germany has become the most 
powerful nation in the world In 1914 she had crushed England France and Russia in a war t About the Author Robert 
Conroy is the author a run of hugely popular alternate history novels including Himmler rsquo s War and Rising Sun 
for Baen Books His 1942 which is set within a Japanese conquest of Hawaii won the prestigio 
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